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Leslie Row
We have a “Confederate Names Task Force”?!?
What a waste of money and resources. Stop
changing the names. We aren’t offended by the name of a road. No one cries uncontrollably and has to
seek immediate therapy when they see these signs.
· 2w
Diane Miller
This issue makes me sick!!! Please please stop erasing history. Monuments and historical names in no
way condone actions of the past. They commemorate what once was and erasing history is a surefire
way of repeating the past.
· 2w · Edited
Jordan Moore
Diane Miller You say they commemorate. What dictionary do you use?
Mine says that means celebrating — so if they commemorate what once was (a man held people in
captivity and demanded with a weapon to work for him)— then they are *celebrating* slave… See more
· 2w
Mike Pavalok
Diane Miller I see what you're up to using that word commentate. Same beginning letters as the word
confederate. So sneaky. I'm for getting rid of every word beginning with those awful letters.,,
· 2w
Diane Miller
Jordan Moore mine says to call to remberence or observance.
· 2w · Edited
Dave Danjczek
Diane Miller When will it take away the statues of FDR who insisted on segregating the military, putting
Japanese into internment camps but yet we build a huge monument for him
· 2w
Riz Shah
every single homage to the confederacy will come down!!!
· 2w
Kevin Hein
Diane Miller there literally on a pedestal for god’s sake
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· 2w
Diane Miller
Kevin Hein there is no good without evil.
· 2w · Edited
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Mike Miller
Confederate Names TF... WTH is that? Tax money well spent
· 2w
Riz Shah
every single homage to the confederacy will come down!!!
· 2w
Marisa Isaac
Mike Miller -right?
Fairfax Co does an amazing job of pissing away tax money then raising our
personal property and real estate taxes each year.
· 2w
Fawn Kildoo
Yes, rename the roads to “waste of money”.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
One of the roads should be named Mildred Loving Hwy.
· 2w
Emma Pirozzi
Allan Robertson I suggested this as well! Great woman worthy of the honor.
· 2w
Dave McRae
Allan Robertson how about Snowflake Ave?
· 2w
Dave McRae
Allan Robertson or Call it Lets go Brandon Street?
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· 2w
Allan Robertson
Dave McRae do you feel good about that comment?
· 2w
Amee Shawna
Allan Robertson - Not named after people at this point.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Jim E Vee
Apparently Fairfax County has nothing better to do than blow the tax payers money. Go ahead and
change all the names that offend your overly sensitive feelings. It doesn’t change a thing about the past.
Stupidity at it finest.
· 2w
Shawn Vermillion
Because real traitors want to erase history.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
Shawn Vermillion I'm unaware of any streets named after Hitler or George III, yet I trust you know who
they are. Street names are about oppression, not history.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
Shawn Vermillion how does removing street signs erase history? It seems those worried about erasing
history are really worried about further undoing centuries of oppression.
· 2w · Edited
Trisha May
Why are we celebrating traitors to America in the first place?!
· 2w
Riz Shah
every single homage to the confederacy will come down!!!
· 2w
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Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Audrey Dorfman O'Hara
I completed the survey and suggested L. Douglas Wilder Highway and John W, Warner Highway.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
I wonder how many of these comments come from citizens of Fairfax County.
· 2w
Susan York
Allan Robertson you just trolling on here or what? Waste of time/$$$ to fool with this stupid item in the
agenda. There are more important things they could allocate time/$$$ for.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
Glen Taylor I'm painfully aware of the history. But the history makes the words no less true.
· 2w
Glen Taylor
Allan Robertson You quoted the text very well. Time to learn the history of 18th & 19th century America.
· 2w
Zack Kevit
Yes, all of those people from other states subscribed to the Fairfax County Government page. Very
logical.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
Kathy Hollinger Hull I don't know what you were replying to, but I agree that thinking the county has
more pressing needs isn't racist. BUT making it an either/or issue is racist. It's also a logical fallacy.
· 2w
Kathy Hollinger Hull
Allan Robertson sorry, wasn’t meant as a reply to your comment but to someone else’s. Sometimes FB
does not post replied well; yours to me is above my comment as an example. My point stands, however.
· 2w
Kathy Hollinger Hull
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Allan Robertson thinking the county has more pressing needs isn’t racist.
· 2w
Allan Robertson
Zack Kevit please don't be so naive. Some racist shares the link to racist groups and racist messages
boards, and the racists come flooding in from all over.
· 2w · Edited
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Chris Williams
I would be for changing the names. People often talk about erasing history. When the roads were
named in the 20's and the 30's, Virginia was a Jim Crow hotbed, and the parties that named them were
white, for sure. When you tell the history of these men… See more
· 2w
Kutter Harrison
Chris Williams Lee & Jackson were 2 of the Greatest Americans to ever trod this earth, and did more for
their homeland in a week than you will do in a lifetime. Not one Southerner gives a damn what some
Yankee in Milwaukee thinks of our road names.
· 2w
Bill Rogers
Chris Williams Thanks Chris
· 2w
Katherine Cook
Chris Williams Well said!
· 2w
Sean Kennedy
Chris “the parties”?? Uh it was one party, the Democrat party, that was the hotbed of Jim Crow and
segregation and gun control and the KKK
· 2w · Edited
Veronica Ronni Renaldo
Blah blah blah · See Translation · 2w
Chris Williams
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Veronica Ronni Renaldo that is an intelligent response. What history is changed with Lee or Jackson's
name being removed from the road? The answer is zero.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Jim Jones
Why change the name of Bruce Lee Highway? Leave it alone.
It would negatively impact many small businesses' marketing material, signs, etc. and it wouldn't
actually help anyone or change anything.
· 2w
Greg Henderson
Glad I have more important things to do on a daily basis. Anyone that’s blaming the past for their future
won’t get very far. Sorry look ahead not back.
· 2w
Johnnie Shaffer
The same folks bringing this weak virtue signaling are the same ones creating more division than this
country has seen 50 years. It’s like watching littles devils trying to do good deeds to cover up all the
mayhem they’re creating with the other hand.
· 2w
Kate Rea Galm
I would like to see the money budgeted for name changes go to impactful things for disenfranchised
people of color and low income people such as affordable housing, job training programs and mental
health resources. History should be put in context not erased.
· 2w
Sharon Foster
Veronica provide a list or website address for these "tons" of programs
· 2w
Veronica Ronni Renaldo
We have tons of programs in place already for all of those things.
· 2w
Diane Miller
Kate Rea Galm This!!
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· 2w
Christine Patterson
These people don’t care what we thank leave history alone
· 2w
Diane Benoit Morris
My thought : stop wasting tax money on stuff that doesn't affect everyone... give your employees raises,
increase a teachers salary, pave a road...
· 2w
Anita Klein
Changing street names doesn't erase history, or change history. Changing street names shows that
Virginia has finally realized that it's wrong to honor the wrong side of a racist war. The history is still
there, the point of history is to learn so pa… See more
· 2w
Sean Kennedy
Anita no, it’s democrats erasing history so they can call everyone else racist when they are the party of
slavery and Jim Crow and segregation
If there’s no history to prove that then they get away with shaming other people for their past
· 2w
Anita Klein
Sean Kennedy Changing street names and removing monuments that should never have been doesn't
erase history. It does quite the opposite. It adds to the history. It shows that Virginia has learned. The
history is still there. It will change a few ma… See more
· 2w
Sean Kennedy
Riz fair enough, but if you read George Orwell’s 1984, when they’ve erased history then there is no
history there is only the present, and the narrative which they control and no one can challenge
· 2w
Riz Shah
Sean, the stain of human trafficking is on the US, not a particular party. It's a ridiculous argument like
"erasing history", which needs to go away, just like monuments to human garbage. I'm no democrat, but
I will fight for every homage to those trea… See more
· 2w · Edited
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Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Adie Driscoll
Leave it alone. The cost to businesses would be unfair. It’s called history for a reason. People talk and we
learn. Remove it and there is no history. This is getting ridiculous
· 2w
Cindy Jensen
I am against road name changes anywhere. This would not just be a change of road signs. The impact
goes to maps, gps, all businesses, homes, colleges, and everything on those highways. The comments
given have valid points regarding the name Fairfax (Ge… See more
· 2w · Edited
Ryan Smith
Cindy Jensen then we make the change and keep moving forward. It’s a worthy cost to right wrongs of
the past.
· 2w
Ryan Smith
Cindy cool so I guess following this logic the former Soviet nations that fought for their independence
need to keep Soviet names of their roads and cities. And all the places that the Nazis renamed when
they took over should stay the same. And so on a… See more
· 2w
Cindy Jensen
Ryan Smith You can’t go back and change what happened to make it “right”. If the name is offensive
then how ‘bout just sticking with the route# and be done.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Cristin McCloud Myers
Lets go with Barack Obama Hwy and make the right lose their minds.
· 2w
Lesly-Claire Greenberg
No leave them alone. Route 50 doesn’t need more names!
· 2w
Kellie Burns Peterson
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Please spend money on things the county ACTUALLY needs before you spend money to change names.
Also, are you planning to help reimburse all the small businesses who will have to change their
marketing and mailing information when you make this change?… See more
· 2w
Ryan Smith
Kellie if not now, when? This is a very important piece in the process of moving forward from celebrating
people who fought against the United States in order to perpetuate enslavement of other human
beings. This was long needed and should have happene… See more
· 2w
Janice Howe Lee
Kellie Burns Peterson amen to that. Good grief
· 2w
Patricia Wolfe
Kellie Burns Peterson Agree. So many needs in Fairfax County.
· 2w
Karen English Deck
I think of a lot of other things I would like my tax money to go towards.
· 2w
Jen Seifert
Change it. Plenty of other avenues to learn about Lee and Jackson for those truly worried about history
and their place in it.
· 2w
Chuck AR
Jen, start with the county name.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Elizabeth Stewart Gibson
Whatever they change to and they should change, can we keep the name for more than a few miles?
· 2w
Rob Jones
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Are there any other more impactful priorities to communities of color where time and resources can be
spent? Funds for housing support, educational programs that can assist in achieving success in postsecondary settings, career development activities… See more
· 2w
Ryan Smith
Rob provide even more funding to these communities then
time. It’s a start but not the end. If not now then when?

we can chew gum and walk at the same

· 2w
Zack Kevit
Rob Jones Yes but those are difficult problems to solve so they will be ignored in lieu of virtue signaling
initiatives that "feel good."
· 2w
Christopher Seveney
If we are changing these names why are we not changing the name of the county? Since the county is
named off of someone who made their fortune off of slave labor and buying and selling slaves??
Can we just restart history and have next year be FH01 - … See more
· 2w
David Rice
Do you really forget history when people change the names of roads?
· 2w
Cindy Hissam
Give Ffx, Loco, Pw, Arlington and Alexandria to the District of Columbia. Va would be much better off.
· 2w
Ryan Smith
Christopher Seveney yes we should also change the county name as well as changing the street names.
· 2w
Brian Foster
How about a task force to determine just how many people can't drive on these roads everyday cause
they are so triggered that they just have to take another route and can't sleep at night?
· 2w
Brian Foster
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Christopher Seveney, but, but feelings.
· 2w
Mary Jane DeSonia Dye
Waste of money. Use it for education and not erasing history.
· 2w
Gina Hamilton
Let’s just keeps names off of things like this. Numbered streets are an easy solution.
· 2w
Mike Pavalok
Gina Hamilton just remember I may be offended by Roman Numerals,
· 2w
Jim Minyard
I vote leave old names and local history alone and worry about real problems. The County has enough of
them to keep the board busy for quite some time.....
· 2w
Bill Murray
Here’s a thought- Leave Virginia history alone. They did Virginia proud because of what they believed in
that time. Honor them.
· 2w
Riz Shah
those people were human garbage and should be recognized as such, not venerated with statues, school
and street names.
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Bill Murray They did Slave Owners proud. They did Racists proud. They did Traitors proud. And you still
honor them. I'm sure you think you're a nice person, too.
· 2w
Jim Minyard
Bill Murray Once upon a time history was actually taught in Fairfax County schools. It’s the socialist
board members and area handwringers wanting to change what happened over two hundred years ago.
Get your mitts on a copy of their manifesto “First Fa… See more
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· 2w
Carolyn Mollen
Jim Minyard history isn’t taught in our schools? That’s news to me. My daughter has had great history
teachers. I had great history teachers. And my husband is a history teacher. Pretty sure it’s taught
comprehensively in Ffx county.
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Jim Minyard don't leave us in suspense, Jim. What happened 200 years that's changing?
· 2w
Erin Kelley
Traitors, every last one.
· 2w
Riz Shah
every single homage to the confederacy will come down!!!
· 2w
Ryan Smith
Bill yes let’s celebrate people who actively fought to support enslaving other people and working to
destroy the United States. /s
· 2w
Bill Murray
Ryan Smith lol, your shallow ignorance is saddening. Learn the truth lil’ buddy.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Brian Foster
Tell me it's Fairfax County without telling me it's Fairfax County. Confederate names task force?
What a joke.
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Honoring slave owners and those who fought a war to continue enslaving people is horrific. I have no
idea why this is not obvious to everyone.
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· 2w
Sean Kennedy
Marcie we have a lot more democrats to erase if that’s the case
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Sean Kennedy you mean Republicans. They changed their name to Republicans after the 1920's.
· 2w
Sean Kennedy
Marcie they haven’t gotten any better after the 1920’s they’re still the racist segregationist gun control
democrats they’ve always been
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Sean Kennedy Agreed! Prior to about 1920, democrats were awful. Let's stop honoring them! Good call
out, Sean.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Marisa Isaac
I wish there was an eye roll button. The county needs to stop looking for ways to waste tax money. Also,
the county has much more important issue it needs to work on rather than changing that names of
roads.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Carolina Angulo Wilson
Please leave the names as they are. What a waste of taxpayer’s money and time. There are other issues
we would like to give our opinions on more than whether we should rename roads. For
Example what is happening in our schools. Can we talk about that???
· 2w
Candace Litchford
Carolina Angulo Wilson exactly! What is happening in our schools? What cleaning/disinfecting systems
are being implemented? How often are filters in the mechanical system being changed? Are they HEPA
grade? Why is there no remote option for childr… See more
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· 2w
Suzanne Traylor Larne
Out of which budget will the money come to pay for all the signage that will have to be purchased and
installed? This project will be expensive. Will the actual cost to enact this effort be transparent for all to
see before making this decision? More… See more
· 2w
Oleg Volonsevich
Did you also consider creating a task force to remove Lord Fairfax name from our city/county?
· 2w
Paul Mortensen
Don’t do it! It’s a waste of time and money and doesn’t change anything.
· 2w
Peggy Miller Baer
Let’s go Brandon
· 2w
Faith Roberts
I totally get taking down statues and changing school names but I also think we need to draw a line
somewhere. Changing road names is way too complicated, expensive and confusing.
· 2w
Ryan Smith
Faith Roberts not really.
· 2w
Brian Foster
Faith Roberts oh but why? If we are going in let's go all in right? I mean we can't half ass when it comes
to feelings can we? Let's change it all along with the name of the entire County.
· 2w
Alisha Shyanne
They should remain as they are. This “I’m offended by everything” nonsense is getting out of hand.
Those who forget history are doomed to repeat it.
· 2w · Edited
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Stella Rita

· 2w
Ryan Smith
Alisha oh it isn’t forgotten this move is to remember their rotten traitorous legacy by removing their
tainted names from the streets we live near and around. You are clearly the offended one by posting
here.
· 2w
Gina Hamilton
Alisha Shyanne They are not proposing we forget it. They are proposing we don’t dignify bad behavior.
· 2w
Gina Hamilton
Amee Shawna You are intentionally trying to miss the point.
· 2w
Cathy Knitz
Amee Shawna I find that statue offensive...maybe THAT one should be torn down.
· 2w
Amee Shawna
Gina Hamilton - But yet there is a statue to George Floyd, Sherman, etc. Sherman was way more brutal
than Lee ever was.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
June Kunes Meyers
Really? This is pathetic ! This is what you are spending your time on? Time to get a grip! Quit trying to
wipe out our history!!! This is our history ….live with it!!!?
· 2w
Hillary A. Dennison
June Kunes Meyers forgetting history and not honoring those who fought for the right to own other
people is not the same thing.
Though I do have concerns of how it gets paid for when there are other things that could help
marginalized communities more.
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· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Michael Bishop
Perhaps spend that time trying to figure out how to reduce taxes so that everyone who retires doesnt
leave for another state, Stop the freebies.
· 2w
Glen Taylor
Michael Bishop Too late, 50 years in Annandale/Burke and I ripped the rear view mirror off and moved
south.
· 2w
Linda Feltner
I don’t think it really matters what other people have to say. I’m quite certain you already have yawls
minds made up. Wasteful spending!
· 2w
Suzanne Traylor Larne
Linda Feltner when the survey goes around. That’s when you know they’ve made up their mind already.
· 2w
Leonard Neely
Linda Feltner nothing but a rubber stamp. Since when have they ever listened to constituents that had
any different opinions.
· 2w
David Scholl
I vote DAve Scholl highway, I’m gonna ride it all night long
· 2w
Peter Loffler
David Scholl I thought you fought in the War of 1812, not the Civil War.
· 2w
John Winterstine
I'd bet that a lot of you folks would feel differently if it was your race that was enslaved until 1865 and
people were naming everything after people that fought to enslave your people...
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· 2w
Glen Taylor
John Winterstine My grandparents immigrated to the US from oppression by The Crown. Perhaps
removing all the beloved monuments that are found in the North would make it interesting. (There are
monuments to many British officers which I find not only ir… See more
· 2w
John Winterstine
Glen Taylor or you know you could just read books and stuff...
GIF may contain wow
· 2w
Cathy Knitz
John Winterstine Then we'd better look at places that might be offensive to the Irish, Chinese, Japanese
and I'm sure there's some Scandinavians who are totally offended by the Vikings name being used.
· 2w
Chuck AR
John, you mean like Lord Fairfax himself? I hope you're for changing the name Fairfax itself.
· 2w
Hillary A. Dennison
John Winterstine right? I get concerns about the money being able to be spent on things that actually
make a bigger difference... But we shouldn't be honoring people who fought to own other people!
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Jason Thompson
Stop the stupidity!!!!! Here’s the real question….. are you going to change the name of the county????
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Jason Thompson Great idea! Let's go with United States, and drop "of America." Good job, you!
· 2w
Jason Thompson
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Marcie Winitt first since you didn’t catch on, I was being sarcastic. Second, do you even know who
Fairfax County is named after? Might want to do a little research there cupcake
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Kimberley Mortier
They each already have numbers, Route 29 and 50, use those. Done.
· 2w
Kimberley Mortier
Liz, right? It’s always been a problem trying to figure out which was which!
· 2w
Elizabeth Heafner Molloy
Kimberley Mortier it’s not like any of us use the actual names anyway. 50 and 29 are easier and clearer.
(Who names roads so similar anyway?).
· 2w · Edited
Valerie McVeigh
Why re-name it? This is our history regardless of it being offensive or not. You cannot rewrite history. It
is what has formed this country.
· 2w
Marcie Winitt
Valerie McVeigh It's not your history, unless you're a Confederate.
· 2w
Valerie McVeigh
Marcie Winitt …technically, if you were born in this country, it is your history, whether you like it or not.
I classify myself as an American. Anyhooty, have a happy! Smooches!
· 2w
Trisha May
Valerie McVeigh it’s not rewriting history. It’s taking traitors off their pedestals, and lifting actual heroes
of America up instead.
· 2w
Valerie McVeigh
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Trisha May …this country was essentially created by traitors and treason. So should Washington be
taken off the dollar bill? Or better yet let’s just rename the whole damn country. I mean it’s all history of
this country. What hero’s should be lifted … See more
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Marc Lieberman
I love all the comments about how much it will cost, as if you can put a price on human dignity. How
much is "too expensive" to treat people of color with respect?
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Marcelo Bataglini Barbosa
We could rename Lee Hwy to Bruce Lee Hwy so no need to spent money on new signs.
· 2w
Marc Lieberman
If the Redskins had just changed their mascot to a potato...
· 2w
Cindy Jensen
Marcelo Bataglini Barbosa I was thinking Lee Marvin but you did one better.
· 2w
Travis Brown
Marcelo Bataglini Barbosa absolutely brilliant. Save some tax dollars and honor an amazing guy
· 2w
Emily Lawrence

· 2w
Chris Lancaster
Come on. Now people are looking for reasons to be offended.
· 2w
Walt Smallwood
Confederate Names Task Force SMH
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· 2w
John Trace
Such hypocrisy. Start with the name of your county
· 2w
Maripat Barclay Sonnhalter
These roads have a Route # , just get rid of any name ,cut down on driver confusion and use the $$ for
something worthwhile
· 2w
Susan Coggins Ronkainen
Route 29. Take Lee hwy signs away. I don’t want to pay for this. $$$$$$
· 2w
Mary Bolton Owens
Leave them alone
· 2w
Paul Wade
One last thought on this as a former county employee. At the beginning of the COVID thing those
employees that were listed as essential emergency personnel stuck it out serving the residents of
Fairfax. They were told by the County Executive in e mails… See more
· 2w · Edited
Shawn P. Beighle
It really bothers me that my tax money is being used for such nonsense. Disband the “Task Force” and
lower our personal property taxes.
· 2w
Jacob Conway
I still can't believe you have a "task force" for naming streets.
· 2w
Deborah Cantwil-Radlick
I care my great grandfather was injured, captured, held prisoner and almost murdered by confederates
in Richmond, Virginia. He was from Ireland and Confederates on Virginia almost killed him. I care about
the names and statues get rid of all confederate names.
· 2w
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Deborah Cantwil-Radlick
“The Confederate Names Task Force” Renamed “Union Names Task Force”
Rename-> Lee Highway and Lee Jackson Memorial Highway and Dixie Hill Rd
· 2w
Russell Carpenter
Take up a collection from those that have money to waste.
· 2w
Katherine Cook
Yes select other prominent Virginians that did not support slavery, even under the guise of “states
rights”.
· 2w
Patricia Godbout Gattis Cardin
They should stay the same. Lighthorse Harry Lee was born in Alexandria. The Lee family heritage doesn't
just mean Robert E. Lee's treason.
· 2w
Charlie Myers
Oh nooo!!! Don't remove the names of traitors to the republic from our infrastructure. We love to see
their names to remind us of the oppressive Jim Crow policies that were used to remind AfricanAmericans that the Cause wasnt lost. SMH....this isnt… See more
· 2w
Mary Tavenner
Leave it alone
· 2w
Heidi Santschi
Don’t re name.
· 2w
Christi Brox
Don’t rename.
· 2w
Edward Salas
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I'll just leave this right here: https://www.vox.com/2015/3/11/8184207/islamist-monuments
Why ISIS is destroying Syrian and Iraqi heritage sites
VOX.COM
Why ISIS is destroying Syrian and Iraqi heritage sites
Why ISIS is destroying Syrian and Iraqi heritage sites
· 2w · Edited
Jeana Marie
Forget about using money to change school names and put it into the county employee 25% health
insurance increase
· 2w
Margaret Koller Mason
Jeana Marie Absolutely!!!
· 2w
Mike Pavalok
Just take the names off. Don't rename.
· 2w
Francisco Antonio
Stop wasting money, weak
· 2w
Eddie Murphy
Jon Wick HW, or any cute dog names.
· 2w
Mary Ellen Rogers
LEAVE IT ALONE!!!!!!
· 2w
Barbara Buchanan
Change these highway names for sure. Comments in this thread only reflect how lacking in empathy
much of the white community is when it comes to families who have been haunted by racism for
generations. If the shoe were on the other foot, flaunting the… See more
· 2w · Edited
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Laurie Donnelly Schuberg
Leave the names alone!!!
· 2w
Dave McRae
Call it Donald J. Trump Avenue
· 2w
Rebecca Link
We just call them 29 & 50 anyway
· 2w
Bill Murphy
Remember Grant ? Remember Lee?
To hell with them!
Remember me !
· 2w
Kenny Gee
And George Washington owned slaves at Mount Vernon... what should we rename that ???
· 2w
Brian Leonard
Leave it alone
· 2w
DeLynn Hammell
Finally!
· 2w
Ismael Sanchez
Leave it alone.
· 2w
Tom Moran
Leave it alone
· 2w
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Derrick Deck
Totally disagree with the Task Force and it's mission. This state and County waste so much money on
stupid things - how about a tax cut? No matter what you change the name(s) to, it doesn't stop that
history happened and should be recognized as such… See more
· 2w
Joanne Dunne
Derrick Deck Agree totally!
· 2w
Jim E Vee
Derrick Deck exactly, Heavy on the pandering part.
· 2w
Nancy Dove-Smith
Leigh Highway, …my middle name. Thank you, I await the ribbon cutting.
· 2w
Susan Frieswyk
Both of these stretches already have names, i.e. Route 29 and Route 50. Just keep those.
· 2w
Beck Vanderwerken
This is great! I live on LJM Hwy
And it's embarrassing
· 2w
Pj Thompson
Seriously?
Didnt tearing down the statues, monuments and memorials END bigotry, racism, hate, crime,
unemployment, poverty, hunger, drugs, gang banging and STUPIDITY???
· 2w
Sara Faraji
CHANGE EVERY SINGLE ONE THANK YOU
· 2w
Brian Foster
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Lord Fairfax is also known to have participated in the act of “bedding down with a negro wench” and
died still owning Ninety Seven slaves. Not only does Lord Fairfax's name impact the county school
board's name, but his family crest is featured on 1000… See more
· 2w · Edited
Toby Davis
Brian Foster I think we should start a grass roots campaign, I never knew this and now I’m offended , so
something needs to be done about it .
· 2w
Brian Foster
Toby Davis I agree. Like I said if we are going in, let's go all the way.
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Giby TC
Here come the crying snowflakes
· 2w
Ana Hambi
No leave them
· 2w
Art Donkersloot
Offer Dunkin a sponsorship.
· 2w
Edary A. Lavilla
No change need it
· 2w
Bethany Kamppila
Edary A. Lavilla My black niece and nephew shouldn’t have to ride down a street named after someone
who fought to enslave other black people. To argue for keeping the name is disgusting, but you should
truly be ashamed.
· 2w
Bethany Kamppila
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We should 100% be ashamed that we honor traitors of the United States. That’s correct.
· 2w
Edary A. Lavilla
Bethany Kamppila History is history be ashamed if you know to do right thing and don’t do it, be
ashamed of victimization, be ashamed on not learning about history, be ashamed. So that is your
problem not mine
· 2w
Most Relevant is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out.
Nora Faust Linderman
Painting every confederate person with the ‘slaving’ brush is wrong as the brush is Now whereas they
were ‘Then’ - a different world. The question is why the monuments and streets names? Because some
owned slaves? No. Because they didn’t own slaves but… See more
· 2w
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